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Abstract. Embedding QCD into the standard model breaks various symmetries of QCD explicitly, es-
pecially C and P . While these eﬀects are usually perturbatively small, they can be ampliﬁed in extreme
environments like merging neutron stars or by the interplay with new physics. To correctly treat these cases
requires fully backcoupled calculations. To pave the way for later investigations of hadronic physics, we
study the QCD quark propagator coupled to an explicit breaking. This substantially increases the tensor
structure even for this simplest correlation function. To cope with the symmetry structure, and covering
all possible quark masses, from the top quark mass to the chiral limit, we employ Dyson-Schwinger equa-
tions. While at weak breaking the qualitative eﬀects have similar trends as in perturbation theory, even
moderately strong breakings lead to qualitatively diﬀerent eﬀects, non-linearly ampliﬁed by the strong
interactions.
1 Introduction
With the detection of gravitational waves [1] a whole new
era of astronomy has begun. Eventually, this will allow
to investigate neutron star mergers. In such dense en-
vironments, weak interactions become so prevalent that
the dynamical backcoupling between the weak and the
strong interaction becomes relevant, see, e.g., [2–9]. This
requires therefore a fully coupled, and necessarily non-
perturbative, description. This is so far only possible at
the level of comparatively simple eﬀective models, but not
yet in an ab initio calculation.
This is not the only reason to consider this problem.
Beyond the known standard model (hidden) sectors may
exist in which strongly interacting parity-conserving and
parity-breaking interactions both exist.
Both these considerations motivate to understand such
backcouplings better. The main hallmark of both scenarios
is the appearance of explicit C and P symmetry break-
ing, as well as, to a lesser extent, ﬂavor breaking. The
presence of additional, or non-negligible, symmetry break-
ing eﬀects implies always a more involved tensor structure
of correlation functions. Therefore, we focus here on the
simplest object, which exhibits the full additional com-
plexity, the quark propagator (QP). Since we are mainly
interested in how the strong interaction may amplify, or
modify, the symmetry breaking eﬀects, we will consider
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only an explicit source of the symmetry breaking, as will
be discussed in greater detail in sect. 2. For the weak in-
teractions, which, due to explicit masses of the W and Z
bosons do not show a strong momentum dependence at
low energies, this is a suﬃcient approximation.
However, the inclusion of such a breaking, and the
large diﬀerences in relevant energies, already limit the pos-
sible choices of methods. Especially, lattice gauge theory is
not suitable. This is, on the one hand, due to the immense
computational costs for the vastly diﬀerent energy levels
involved. On the other hand, there is no fully proven way
yet to upgrade the static breaking considered here to the
full weak interactions using lattice methods [10].
As an alternative, here functional methods in the
form of Dyson-Schwinger equations (DSEs) will be em-
ployed. These have been used very successfully to deter-
mine the quark propagator in QCD in various levels of
sophistication [11–15]. In the more exploratory investiga-
tions here, the most important features are the dynam-
ical mass generation as well as the correct implementa-
tion of chiral symmetry. These features are particularly
well implemented in the so-called rainbow-ladder trunca-
tion [11, 12, 14]. This completes our setup, which we de-
scribe in much more detail in sect. 2 as well as in ap-
pendices A and B. Especially in appendix A, we will dis-
cuss the tensor structure of the quark propagator, which
has now four matrix-valued, rather than two real-valued,
dressing functions, demonstrating the much higher com-
plexity compared to QCD alone.
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The most important results will be discussed in sect. 3.
Probably the most relevant insight gained, aside from the
necessary technology to deal with the increase of complex-
ity, is that the fully coupled system behaves as expected
from perturbation theory only at very weak breaking. Al-
ready at moderately small breaking, the ampliﬁcation by
the strong interaction can lead to qualitatively diﬀerent
behaviors for various dressing functions of the quark prop-
agator than perturbatively expected. Of course, only fu-
ture investigations of observable quantities will tell what
the implications for physics are, but the present results
mandates caution with extrapolation of perturbative no-
tions. In this section, we will also present information on
the analytic structure of the quark propagator using its
Schwinger function, an issue which is already in QCD
alone highly non-trivial [11,12,14].
Finally, we list many further results in appendix C,
providing a complete picture of the quark propagator
in this setup for a wide range of parameters and quark
masses. All of the insights and results are ﬁnally summa-
rized in sect. 4.
Some preliminary results have already been reported
in [16].
2 Basics and methods
2.1 Ansatz
The breaking of the symmetries will be realized by in-
cluding an explicitly symmetry-violating term in the La-
grangian. The breaking is thus generated already at tree
level. Since the weak interactions motivate our study, the
term will break C, P , and ﬂavor within generations. Thus,
our QP becomes matrix-valued in ﬂavor space, with the
oﬀ-diagonal elements mediating ﬂavor changes.
Flavor violation within a generation is actually not
possible without involving further particles, due to elec-
tric charge conservation. In the standard model, this is
ensured by the emission of a lepton and a (anti)neutrino.
To avoid this additional complexity, here the leptons are
modeled as an external background ﬁeld. Given that our
ultimate interest is in neutron star mergers, where such a
reservoir is readily available, this appears like a reasonable
approximation.
In the following the subscript u and d denotes up-like
quarks and down-like quarks and the superscript L and
R left-handed and right-handed quarks, respectively. The
strength of the weak interaction, or more precisely the
coupling to the symmetry breaking external ﬁeld, will be
denoted by gw, the eﬀective weak strength. We will vary
the value of gw from small values to large values to turn on
the eﬀects smoothly. Finally, the quark ﬁelds are denoted
by ψ.
All together leads to the Lagrangian


























where Ai are the gluon ﬁelds and T i are the generators
of SU(3). mu and md are the masses for up-like and
down-like quarks. LRest is the remainder of the QCD La-
grangian, which includes the gluon self-interaction and the
gluon-ghost part, and does not play an explicit role in the
following. It also contains the gauge-ﬁxing terms of our
choice of (minimal) Landau gauge. For brevity, we also
suppressed the renormalization constants.
2.2 Quark propagator
In the following, PAB is the propagator from ﬂavor A to
B with A,B ∈ {u, d} for up-like and down-like quarks.
Its inverse will be denoted by P−1AB . Because of parity vi-
olation the QPs have in addition to the usual vector and
scalar channels also non-vanishing axial and pseudo-scalar
channels. The standard notation for the vector- and scalar-
channel dressing functions of the inverse Propagator in the
literature is A and B. We will keep this and denote the
dressing functions for the axial and pseudo-scalar channels
of the inverse propagator with C and D. The correspond-
ing dressing functions of the propagator are denoted by a
tilde.
This leads to the form
PAB(p2) = A˜AB(p2)i/p + B˜AB(p2)1
+C˜AB(p2)i/pγ5 + D˜AB(p2)γ5,
P−1AB(p
2) = −AAB(p2)i/p + BAB(p2)1
+CAB(p2)i/pγ5 + DAB(p2)γ5. (2)
The dressing functions of the propagator and its inverse
are related with each other. In general the dressing func-
tions of the propagator depends on all the dressing func-
tions of the inverse propagator in a complicated way, see
for details appendix A, and generically denoted as
A˜AB = A˜AB(ACD, BCD, CCD,DCD). (3)
Instead of splitting the Lorenz channels into the vector
and axial channels, it can also be split into left-handed
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Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the DSEs for the QPs. The solid lines with an arrow and × represents tree-level QPs
for pure and mixed ﬂavors, respectively. Analogously the solid lines with ﬁlled and empty blob represents the full QPs for pure
and mixed ﬂavors, respectively. The wiggly lines represents the propagation of gluons. A small and big ﬁlled blob at a vertex
indicates a bare and a full vertex, respectively.






































2 + (1− 4g2w)p4
=(1− 4g2w)(p2 + M2l )(p2 + M2h),
Ml =
√
m2u + m2d −
√





m2u + m2d +
√
(m2u −m2d)2 + 16g2wm2um2d
2(1− 4g2w)
.
The quantity σab is 1 for a = u and b = d and −1 in the
other case. The tree-level propagator already reveals the
major contributions for the QPs. They are separated in
the diﬀerent channels at tree level, but will mix in the full
case.
Consider the denominator. In the second line of eq. (7)
we have factorized the denominator to see both poles of
the tree-level propagator. For gw → 0 Ml goes to the mass
of the lighter quark and Mh to the mass of the heavier
quark. By increasing gw, the value of Ml is decreased and
Mh is increased and thus increases the eﬀect of the mass
splitting.
Note that Ml and Mh diverge at gw = 0.5. At this
point the poles turn imaginary, indicating a breakdown of
the trivial vacuum around which the perturbative expan-
sion is performed. This feature will actually not be lifted
in the full non-perturbative treatment, and we are only
able to ﬁnd solutions as long as gw  0.4. Since this is a
very large breaking, probably far too strong for the set-
ting of neutron star mergers guiding this work, we did not
endeavor to ﬁnd out what happens beyond this point, and
restrict ourselves to breaking strengths below this value.
The explicit chiral symmetry breaking by the tree-level
masses manifests itself in the scalar channel of the pure
and mixed ﬂavors. In the chiral limit the scalar channel
vanishes at tree level, but due to dynamical chiral breaking
the scalar channel does not vanish for the full propagator.
The vector channel of the mixed propagator is pro-
portional to gw(mumd − p2), which changes its sign for
p2 > mumd. The inﬂuence of this is a contribution in dif-
ferent direction for large and low momenta. For heavier
bare quark masses this contribution is shifted to higher
momenta.
The most remarkable contribution, a diﬀerence of both
quark masses, appears in the pseudo-scalar channel of the
mixed propagator. This will have a signiﬁcant impact on
the full propagator. It is remarkable that this contribution
appears with opposite sign for the propagator from up-like
quarks to down-like quarks and the other way around: Al-
though we have taken the same strength for the propaga-
tion of both mixed QP in our ansatz, we get a diﬀerence,
if the quarks have diﬀerent masses.
2.3 DSEs
We can write the QP in a matrix form, where the diagonal
elements are the QPs for pure ﬂavor and the oﬀ-diagonal
elements are the QPs for mixed ﬂavors, see for details
appendix A. A graphical representation of the DSEs is
given in ﬁg. 1. The equations look similar to those of QCD,
where the QP can also be given in a matrix form, but with
vanishing oﬀ-diagonal elements. It is only the appearance
of the oﬀ-diagonal tree-level elements, which gives rise to
all diﬀerences.
The full quark-gluon-vertex appears in the self-energy
graph, which is determined by a separate DSEs involving
even higher-order correlation functions.
To avoid this complication, the DSEs are truncated
at this level, which is known as the rainbow trunca-
tion [11,12,14]. The required inputs of the full gluon prop-
agator and the full quark-gluon-vertex are then replaced
by a bare gluon propagator and a quark-gluon vertex given
by the tree-level tensor structure, but dressed with an ef-
fective running coupling α. Denoting the tree-level inverse
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where Z2,A and Z2,B are the quark wave function-
renormalization constants for ﬂavor A and B.
∫ Λ repre-
sents a translationally invariant regularization with the
UV-cutoﬀ Λ. μ is the renormalization point and k = q−p.
















Here the parameters are adapted to describe pions in the
vacuum adequately. In the literature these parameters are
ﬁtted for degenerate masses of up and down quarks [18].
For a detailed analyses of diﬀerent parameter sets see,
e.g., [19, 20]. To allow for comparison, we choose here
one such set, namely ΛQCD = 0.234GeV, mt = 1.0GeV,
ω = 0.4GeV, and D = 0.93GeV2. γm = 12/(11Nc−2Nf )
is the anomalous dimension of the quark propagator. Be-
cause we consider each quark generation on its own, we
choose Nf = 2 and Nc = 3.
For the bare quark masses we take mup = 2.3MeV,
mdown = 4.8MeV, mstrange = 95MeV, mcharm =
1.275GeV, mbottom = 4.18GeV and mtop = 160GeV
from the PDG [21]. In addition, we will also consider
the chiral limit as well degenerate cases. Let us note here
that the PDG values are in a diﬀerent renormalization
scheme, actually even diﬀerent schemes for diﬀerent ﬂa-
vors, and at diﬀerent renormalization points for the dif-
ferent ﬂavors. Here, our aim is to compare diﬀerent ﬂa-
vors directly. We therefore chose as a uniform renormal-
ization scheme that our quark masses should equal the
values listed above at μ = 106 GeV, and use a miniMOM-
type scheme. At the perturbative resumed one-loop level
in our miniMOM scheme, this amounts to a diﬀerence of
about 25–35% larger masses, depending on ﬂavor, com-
pared to the PDG renormalization scheme. Note that the
small diﬀerence is due to the appearance of the running
coupling at the renormalization point in this scheme. At
the qualitative level of our study, this will make little dif-
ference. Ultimately, if we would be able to solve the DSEs
exactly, the scheme would anyhow not matter for physical
observables.
Further details can be found in appendix B.
2.4 Schwinger function and masses
To obtain information on the analytic structure, we also






dp4 cos(tp4)σAB(p24) . (10)
σAB(p24) is one of the dressing functions from the propa-
gator evaluated at zero spatial momenta (p = 0).
The actual analytic form of the propagator is yet un-
known, but poles and/or cuts appear likely [11, 14, 22].
If there were only an ordinary mass pole, the Schwinger
function would show an exponential decay [23]
Δ(t) ∼ e−mt (11)
and m would be the mass.
However, investigation of pure QCD in the rainbow
truncation yielded rather a structure with complex con-
jugated poles [11, 14, 22], which is, e.g., expected in the
Gribov-Stingl scenario [24–26]. Note, however, that this
may be a truncation artifact. In this case the Schwinger
function is roughly given by
Δ(t) ∼ e−at cos(bt + δ). (12)
The decay rate is given by the real part and the oscillation
frequency by the imaginary part of the mass pole.
3 Results
For each quark generation, we have 2 dressing functions
for pure ﬂavor and 2 dressing functions for mixed ﬂavor
and each has 4 Lorentz channels, resulting in 16 dressing
functions. We will consider 6 cases in total, the chiral limit
and three physical quark generations and two cases of de-
generate masses. Therefore we have numerical results for
192 dressing functions and each of them as a function of
the weak strength. In addition to that, we also have the
Schwinger function for each dressing function. To avoid
cluttering up the main text, most of these results are rel-
egated to appendix C. Here, only the qualitatively most
remarkable results will be analyzed. The results in the ap-
pendix do not add any new concepts to this section.
The result for the QP in QCD are usually [11, 14,
22] given in terms of the wave function renormaliza-
tion Z(p2) = 1/A(p2) and mass function M(p2) =
B(p2)/A(p2). For ease of comparison, the case with gw = 0
will serve as reference. Therefore in sect. 3.2 the results for
Z and A˜AA will be explored. Afterwards, the mass func-
tion and the related B˜AA will be discussed in sect. 3.3. In
sect. 3.4 we will analyze the results for the axial channel
C˜AA, and study the impact of parity violation. The results
for the Schwinger function will be discussed in sect. 3.5.
But ﬁrst, it is necessary to discuss the involved scales,
as the problem is now a multi-scale one. Note that in
the chiral limit there is no diﬀerence between the up-like
quark and down-like quark, and thus the ﬂavor-diagonal
elements coincide. In these cases, always the up-type one
will be shown.
3.1 Relative scales
gw is dimensionless. Thus, a possibility for the compari-
son of the breaking strength with the strong interaction is




























































































































































Fig. 2. The scalar channel for the inverse mixed propagator in the chiral limit and for all three quark generations. For gw ≤ 0.1
the mass in the IR is approximately proportional to gw.
given by gw and the average strength of the Maris-Tandy
coupling α in the IR region. Neglecting the perturbative





α(x) ≈ 5.5, (13)
where x = q2/ω2 and the integration region for the aver-
age is taken from q = 0 to q = 1GeV. The weak coupling
is constant throughout. The smallest values of the weak
strength gw = 10−6 is many order of magnitude smaller
than α and thus represent the natural case. The largest
value of gw = 0.4, which is only one order of magnitude
smaller than α, substantially deviates from nature. This
also justiﬁes our choice to restrict to not too large values
of gw. However, such eﬀects may play a role in theories
with strongly interacting chiral sectors.
The interaction also manifests itself into a momentum
scale in particular appearing in the scaler channel. The
weak strength is transmuted into a momentum scale in the
ﬂavor oﬀ-diagonal element, which is zero without break-
ing. It is shown for various quark masses in ﬁg. 2.
It is seen that in the IR this dressing function is ap-
proximately proportional to the weak strength for gw ≤
0.1. Note that the generated scale depends on the quark
masses. For both light generations the diﬀerence to the
chiral limit is small. For top and bottom quark, the gen-
erated scale is one order of magnitude bigger at the same
gw. Thus, there is a linking of the diﬀerent involved scales.
3.2 Wave function renormalization
From eq. (B.3) follows that Auu and A˜uu are directly
linked with each other, and thus Z = 1/Auu is also di-
rectly related to A˜uu. These dressing functions are shown
in ﬁg. 3 for diﬀerent values of gw in the chiral limit. For
values of gw  0.01 no appreciable eﬀect is seen. At larger
values A˜uu slightly increases in the UV when increasing
gw. In the mid momenta regime it is slightly decreased
and in the IR it is signiﬁcantly increased. A consequence
of this is that Z also increases in the IR. This can be un-
derstood from (B.3), as Auu is obtained from integrating
A˜uu multiplied with a kernel over all momenta. Because

















































































































































Fig. 4. The ﬂavor-diagonal vector channel without (left panels) and with (right panel) explicit breaking. The lower panels show
the same for Z(p2).


















































Fig. 5. The mass function M(p2) (left panel) and the ﬂavor-diagonal scalar channel (right panel) for diﬀerent values of gw in
the chiral limit.
A˜uu is increased in the UV very little and more decreased
in the mid range, Z is slightly decreased in the UV range
due to the integration. For the same reason Z is not in-
creased as much as A˜uu is increased in the IR.
For other quark masses the same behavior is seen, as
shown in ﬁg. 4. The graph shows that A˜ is increased in
the IR for all quark ﬂavors and thus Z is also increased.
The eﬀect comes from diﬀerent sources. One is from
gw and the other from a combination of gw and the bare
quark masses. Especially, A and Z are increased for the up
quarks more than in the chiral limit. Also, in general the
value for up-like quarks is increased more than for down-
like quarks. This is also seen in ﬁg. 15 in appendix C.1 in
more detail.
This can be understood from eq. (6) for the tree-level
case. One of the contributions arises from the bare quark
masses and another from mass splitting with diﬀerent
signs. This creates the cross-talks leading to the observed
eﬀects. We will return to this later in sect. 3.4. In addi-
tion, the absolute value is decreased for higher bare quark
masses, as anticipated because the masses of the quarks
enter in the denominator of the QP. This can be seen al-
ready for the tree-level propagator in eq. (7).
3.3 Mass function
The relations between the dressing functions of the QP
and its inverse are more involved as in QCD, see also ap-




















To be able to compare, we therefore choose to deﬁne a





which by construction coincides with the usual one in the
QCD case. Of course, neither in QCD nor here this func-
tion needs to coincide with the actual mass. Any such
statement requires the Schwinger function in sect. 3.5.
Nonetheless, we will stick here with the usual convention
and call this quantity mass function.
The dependence on gw of this mass function is shown in
ﬁg. 5. As in QCD, the mass function is non-zero, indicative
of chiral symmetry breaking. The mass function starts to
change appreciably for gw  0.01, like the wave function
renormalization. The same is true for B˜uu, which is also
shown in ﬁg. 5. Since the connection between Buu and
B˜uu, due to eq. (B.3), is similar as for Auu and A˜uu, the
same analysis as before applies, and the response to gw
follows the same pattern.
At non-zero masses, the picture changes. This is shown
in ﬁg. 6 for up and down quarks. The mass function M of
the up quark is decreased by increasing gw for gw  0.3.
For larger values it increases again, but here our approx-
imations start to break down. This replicates the result
of the tree-level propagator in sect. 2.2: The mass of the
heavier quark in a generation is increased and the mass of
the lighter quark is decreased.
The other ﬂavors are shown in ﬁg. 7. The second gener-
ation follows the pattern of the ﬁrst, but not the third. In
the latter case the mass function of both quarks increases.
This implies diﬀerent contributions to the mass functions.
One increases the mass function of the heavier quark and
decreases the one of the lighter quark. The other contribu-
tion increases with the mass of both quarks. An indication
of this is already seen in the second generation, albeit not
creating a qualitative change.















































































































































Fig. 7. The mass function for diﬀerent values of gw and diﬀerent quarks masses.


































































































Fig. 9. The ﬂavor-oﬀ-diagonal ratio (16) in the chiral case (left panel) and for the second generation (right panel) for diﬀerent
values of gw.
3.4 Parity violation
In the following the handiness of the quarks is investi-
gated, using the deﬁnition (5). This requires the axial
channel, shown in ﬁg. 8 for the chiral limit. The corre-
sponding dressing function C˜ is for the ﬂavor-diagonal
elements found to be positive for higher momenta and
negative in the IR. At the same time, for increasing gw
the absolute value of C˜ also increases. Of course, at large
momenta the dressing function goes to its tree-level part,






which is positive, actually for all momenta. Therefore
the backcoupling to QCD forces it to be negative in the
IR. This happens at a transition scale of approximately
1GeV2, which is the typical QCD scale.
To assess the consequences of this for the left-handed









Since A˜ is always positive, the sign of r˜ is given by the
sign of C˜. This already entails a change of sign, and that
the left-handed part is larger in the infrared. This is also
shown in ﬁg. 8. The eﬀect increases non-linearly with gw:
For gw  0.1 the absolute value |r˜| in the UV and IR is in-
creased by two order of magnitudes, when gw is increased
by one order of magnitude.
The ﬂavor-oﬀ-diagonal C˜ is always negative in the chi-
ral limit, but A˜ changes its sign, see ﬁgs. 17 and 22 in ap-
pendix C. At the same transition scale of approximately
1GeV2 as for the ﬂavor-diagonal case, and in the chiral
limit, A˜ has a zero crossing and C˜ not. This leads to a
diverging r˜ud at this scale. Thus also in this case there is
a transition from right-handed in the UV to left-handed
in the IR. This is shown in ﬁg. 9.






















































































Fig. 10. The axial dressing function (top panel) and the ratio (17) (bottom panel) for the up quark and down quark at two
diﬀerent breaking strengths. The left panels show the physical mass splitting while in the right panel both masses are degenerate.
Increasing the mass, the situation for up and down
quarks is shown in ﬁg. 10. The absolute value of C˜ is
diﬀerent for up quark and down quark, but for gw = 10−5
the behavior for up and down quark is as in the chiral
case. Slightly increasing gw to 5 · 10−5 entails a drastic
qualitative change. For the up quark C˜ is still positive in
the UV and negative in the IR, but for the down quark it
remains positive for all momenta. Therefore the up quark
still ﬂips its chirality at long distances, but the down quark
does not do so.
To understand the origin of this eﬀect, it is helpful
to study the degenerate mass case, also shown in ﬁg. 10.
There is no (numerically detectable) diﬀerence between
up and down quark1, and C˜ changes again sign, as in the
chiral limit. For higher values of gw the absolute value of
C˜ just increases in the IR. This implies that the diﬀer-
ent behavior of C˜ for the non-degenerate case is due to
the mass splitting of the quarks. Since at tree level only
in the pseudo-scalar channel a contribution proportional
to the mass splitting occurs, this eﬀect must have been
1 Which is not trivial, as even at tree level the ﬂavor propa-
gation is not symmetric.
propagated by the QCD interaction to the axial channel.
Moreover, the eﬀect becomes already important for a very
small mass splitting and a very small breaking scale of
gw ≈ 5 · 10−5, compared to QCD. This can only happen
if there is a strong non-linear ampliﬁcation mechanism at
work. This implies that the QCD medium strongly aﬀects
the helicity at long ranges, but only for non-degenerate
quark masses. That was certainly not expected.
The same is true for the other quark generations, see
for the second generation ﬁg. 9. The eﬀect is still there for
the third generation, with its very large mass splitting,
see ﬁg. 11, and there occurs already at an even smaller
breaking strength of gw = 10−6. Thus the absolute value
of the involved mass scales ampliﬁes the non-linear back-
coupling, such that it occurs at weaker breaking strength.
The corresponding relative ratios are shown in ﬁg. 25
in appendix C.5. These graphs support the existence of a
transition scale, where the left-handed and right-handed
contribution change their relative contribution.
For the mixed ﬂavor case the eﬀect is solely driven by
the absolute value of the mass splitting, and the break-
ing strength plays only a minor role. This is shown in
ﬁg. 12. Whether there is a mass splitting or not plays



































top and bottom degenerate masses, gw=10-6
top
bottom














































































Fig. 12. The ﬂavor-oﬀ-diagonal ratio (17) for diﬀerent gw for the ﬁrst generation (top panels) and third generation (bottom
panels) for physical mass splittings (left panels) and degenerate masses (right panels).




































































































































Fig. 14. Flavor-oﬀ-diagonal Schwinger function in the chiral limit for diﬀerent gw (left panel) and with ﬁts (right panel).
only a role if the mass splitting is large enough, i.e. in the
third generation. Only then the behavior with or without
mass splitting diﬀer qualitatively in the infrared. In fact,
already the second generation is suﬃcient for this, as can
be seen in ﬁg. 9.
3.5 Schwinger function
As noted, the analytic structure is accessible through
the Schwinger function (10). Let us now consider the
Schwinger function in the chiral limit for the ﬂavor-
diagonal dressing function B. The other ﬂavor-diagonal
dressing functions do not lead to qualitatively new re-
sults, and are even quantitatively similar, so these will
be skipped here.
The results are shown in ﬁg. 13. The Schwinger func-
tion shows an oscillatory behavior, consistent with the
form (12), and thus complex conjugate poles, as in pure
QCD for the rainbow-ladder truncation [22]. In fact, a ﬁt
using a more detailed ansatz, see appendix D, of this type
works very well, as is also shown in ﬁg. 13. The values
of the ﬁt parameters are listed, for completeness, in ap-
pendix D.
However, the oscillation period starts to substantially
increase for gw > 0.01, up to a point where at large gw the
ﬁrst zero crossing has moved to a time which we can no
longer numerically resolve reliably. Thus, the imaginary
part shrinks with increasing breaking. The curvature at
short distances is still not quite right for a physical parti-
cle. A similar behavior, though with a suppression of os-
cillations for decreasing interaction strength, has already
been observed for adjoint scalar particles [27, 28]. This
strongly suggests that the interaction strength plays a cru-
cial role for the scale at which negative norm contributions
become relevant, even though the coupling does not diﬀer-
entiate between positive-norm and negative-norm states.
At the same time the steepness decreases, making the
real part smaller. Thus, the increase in gw moves in total
the poles closer to the origin, as both real and imaginary
part decrease.
The ﬂavor-oﬀ-diagonal Schwinger function, again only
the scalar part as the others are very similar, is shown in
ﬁg. 14. In principle, it shows a very similar behavior as
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for the ﬂavor-diagonal part, except that it always retains
a ﬁrst zero crossing, relatively independent of gw, at very
short times. It is still possible to ﬁt it using the same ﬁt
form. The results for the ﬁt are also listed in appendix D.
It is found that the zero crossing at small momenta comes
from the phase shift δ in (12). It is very close to π/2 and
causes the sign change for the Schwinger function at small
t. Still, the position of the pole also moves towards the
origin with increasing breaking strength.
The Schwinger function for the ﬁrst two generations
show the same behavior as in the chiral limit, see ﬁg. 26 in
appendix C.6. For the third generation the fall-oﬀ was too
fast, due to the large real part, as that any unambiguous
statements could be drawn before numerical noise drowns
out the signal.
It is a quite interesting result that the breaking pushes
the poles closer to the origin. As we expect a change of
physics when crossing the threshold gw  0.4, this could
be a ﬁrst indication of a drastic change at strong break-
ing. However, this is probably not of relevance to neutron
star physics. On the downside, the decreasing distance to
the origin will create additional problems in any mesonic
correlators in rainbow-ladder calculations [11, 12, 14]. In
these cases more elaborate schemes will be necessary than
a tree-level breaking, which we are currently developing.
4 Conclusion
We have calculated the quark propagator in the presence
of explicit ﬂavor, C and P symmetry breaking. Moreover,
we took into account the non-linear back-coupling from
QCD in the rainbow-ladder truncation. The latter leads to
qualitative eﬀects, even for relatively small explicit break-
ing strengths, at long (hadronic) distances. They also cou-
ple in a highly non-trivial way the various dressing func-
tions to each other. This was particularly visible in the
way how eﬀects from mass splitting and mass averages
surfaced in various dressing functions. The non-linear am-
pliﬁcation also surfaced in other ways. This is a very im-
portant insight: External perturbations, even in rainbow-
ladder truncation, can be substantially ampliﬁed by the
strong interactions. This must be regarded as a warning
that even small eﬀects can play a non-perturbatively large
role when QCD is involved.
From the point of view of physics, another interesting
insight is obtained when considering how left-handed and
right-handed particle propagations change. Under partic-
ular conditions, ﬂips between handedness can be ampli-
ﬁed at long distances by the strong interaction. This can
deplete or enlarge the available particles in some handed-
ness. As the weak interactions only couple to a particular
handedness, this can increases or decrease the reservoir
of particles which are weakly interacting in a system. If
this pertains to the full system, this can inﬂuence the dy-
namics in forming or merging neutron stars, as this could
alter, e.g., the opacity for neutrinos. This is even more
important as the typical range where this occurs is only
of the size of a hadron.
Concluding, this investigations showed that weak in-
teractions eﬀects, even if themselves small, can be ampli-
ﬁed by the strong interactions, and this backcoupling can
have qualitative impact. Keeping this in mind will be im-
portant in the next step, when relaxing the assumption
of a reservoir, and taking the weak interactions explicitly
into account, including the emitted neutrinos and elec-
trons. This will require to work on a hadronic level, which
is our next aim.
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Appendix A. Structure of the quark
propagator
In the following a number of useful relations between the
dressing functions of the quark propagator and its inverse
will be collected. Combining the ﬂavor elements in a ma-







allows for a compact notation. Writing the propagator and
its inverse in terms of these matrices yields
P (p2) = A˜(p2)i/p + B˜(p2)1 + C˜(p2)i/pγ5 + D˜(p2)γ5,
P−1(p2) = −A(p2)i/p + B(p2)1 + C(p2)i/pγ5 + D(p2)γ5.
(A.2)
The propagator satisﬁes the condition
P−1P = 1 . (A.3)
yielding relations between the matrix-valued dressing
functions
AA˜p2 + BB˜ + CC˜p2 + DD˜ = 1 ,
−AB˜ + BA˜ + CD˜ −DC˜ = 0,
−AD˜ −DA˜ + BC˜ + CB˜ = 0, (A.4)
AC˜p2 + CA˜p2 + BD˜ + DB˜ = 0.
While this system is a system of linear equations for either
the matrix elements of the propagator or its inverse, an
explicit solution is of little use. The expressions become
extremely lengthy, and therefore prohibitively expensive
to evaluate during numerical calculations. Therefore, in
our investigations we always solved such equations numer-
ically at double precision.
Appendix B. DSEs for quark propagators
To derive the DSEs for the diﬀerent dressing functions, we
insert in eq. (8) the quark propagator of eq. (2) and project
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out the diﬀerent channels, by taking suitable traces. We
deﬁne the following two kernels:













where CF = (N2c −1)/2Nc and Nc is the number of colors,
i.e. Nc = 3.






Ki(p, q, k)f(q2, μ2)
}
. (B.2)
This yields the DSEs of the diﬀerent dressing functions
for ﬂavor-diagonal elements A ∈ {u, d}
AAA(p2, μ2) = Z2,A(μ2, Λ2)
[
1 + Π2,A(A˜AA, p2)
]
,
BAA(p2, μ2) = Z2,A(μ2, Λ2)
[
mA + Π1,A(B˜AA, p2)
]
,
CAA(p2, μ2) = Z2,A(μ2, Λ2)Π2,A(C˜AA, p2), (B.3)
DAA(p2, μ2) = Z2,A(μ2, Λ2)Π1,A(D˜AA, p2).










DAB(p2, μ2) = Z2,B(μ2, Λ2)Π1,A(D˜BA, p2).
This system of equation is technically very similar to the
ordinary rainbow-ladder truncation. Therefore a numeri-
cal solution using standard ﬁxed-point iteration schemes
is possible, and was done here. Only the quark propagator
was numerically inverted at every step, due to the involved
structure, as discussed in appendix A.
There are, however, a few more subtle numerical is-
sues to be mentioned. To perform the integral for Πi,A
the dressing functions A˜, B˜, C˜ and D˜ are evaluated for
various momenta using interpolation. We performed our
calculations using linear and cubic interpolation. If we use
a precision of 5×10−5, which is considered to be suﬃcient
in the standard ﬁxed-point iteration scheme, for A, B, C
and D then we get diﬀerent numerical solutions for lin-
ear and cubic interpolation. By increasing the precision
the solution from the linear interpolation approaches the
solution from the cubic interpolation for all dressing func-
tions except for DAA and D˜AA. Especially, using linear
interpolation we get diﬀerent solutions for DAA and D˜AA
by using diﬀerent start values for the iteration. In contrast
to this, we get the same solutions for diﬀerent start val-
ues using the cubic interpolation. Thus, we consider the
solutions from the cubic interpolation as stable, and used
them throughout this work.
In addition, we used a precision of 5 × 10−7, instead
of the standard value, for A, B, C and D and 28 = 256
grid points. In this case the diﬀerence for the solutions
from the linear and cubic interpolation were at most in
the third signiﬁcant digit, and thus lead essentially to the
same results.
Let us note that our precision for the iteration proce-
dure is for the dressing functions of the inverse propagator
(A, B, C and D). The dressing functions of the propagator
(A˜, B˜, C˜ and D˜) are calculated by a numerical inversion,
with a precision of roughly 10−20.
Appendix C. Numerical results
Appendix C.1. Vector channel
The ﬂavor-diagonal vector dressing functions for the dif-
ferent generations and values of the breaking strength are
shown in ﬁg. 15. A detailed discussion is given in sect. 3.2.
A comparison between the diﬀerent generations, the
chiral limit, and tree level for the ﬂavor-oﬀ-diagonal vector
dressing function is shown in ﬁg. 16 for a ﬁxed value gw =





This demonstrates that at tree level the dressing function
is negative for momenta p2 ≥ mumd and positive for lower
momenta. The full dressing function exhibits the same be-
havior, but the absolute value is substantially larger. Note
especially that in the chiral limit the tree-level propagator
is proportional to −p2 and thus negative for all momenta.
The full dressing function is, however, positive in the IR.
As the masses of up and down quark are comparatively
small, the result for them is close to the one in the chiral
limit.
The dependence on the generation and gw is shown in
ﬁg. 17. In every generation A˜ud increases with gw. The zero
of A˜ud shifts for higher momenta for heavier mass. This is
already the case for the tree-level propagator, where the
zero is determined by the condition p2 = mumd.
Appendix C.2. Scalar channel
Complementing the results in sect. 3.3 the ﬂavor-diagonal
scalar dressing functions for the diﬀerent quarks are shown
in ﬁg. 18.
A comparison to the tree-level case of the third gener-
ation ﬂavor-oﬀ-diagonal scalar dressing function is shown
in ﬁg. 19. Note that the tree-level result is, see eq. (6),


























































































































































Fig. 15. The ﬂavor-diagonal vector dressing function for diﬀerent values of gw. From top to bottom generations one to three
are shown, the left-hand panels show up-type quarks, and the right-hand panels down-type quarks.





















































































































































Fig. 17. The ﬂavor-oﬀ-diagonal vector dressing function for the chiral limit and the diﬀerent generations for diﬀerent gw.





























































































































































Fig. 18. The ﬂavor-diagonal scalar dressing function for diﬀerent gw. From top to bottom generations one to three are shown,
the left-hand panels show up-type quarks, and the right-hand panels down-type quarks.











































Fig. 19. The ﬂavor-oﬀ-diagonal vector dressing function for the third generation at gw = 0.2 in comparison to tree level (left






































































































Fig. 20. The ﬂavor-oﬀ-diagonal scalar dressing function for diﬀerent values gw and the diﬀerent quark generations and the
chiral limit.















































Fig. 21. The ﬂavor-oﬀ-diagonal axial dressing function at gw = 0.2 for the third generation compared to tree level (left panel)




































































































Fig. 22. The dependence of the ﬂavor-oﬀ-diagonal axial dressing function on gw for the diﬀerent generations and the chiral
limit.




















































Fig. 23. The left-hand panel shows the ﬂavor-diagonal pseudo-scalar dressing function for the diﬀerent quarks at gw = 0.2. In
the right-hand panel the ﬂavor-oﬀ-diagonal pseudo-scalar dressing function is shown for degenerate (here: up and down) quarks
masses.
Thus, at tree level B˜0,ud is negative for all momenta, in
particular in the UV. The latter is also seen in the full
case. But it switches to a positive value in the IR. This
qualitative behavior is also seen for the other generations,
as is also plotted in ﬁg. 19, but at diﬀering absolute val-
ues. This persists even in the chiral limit. The value of
this quantity is found to also increase when increasing gw,
which is shown in ﬁg. 20.
Appendix C.3. Axial channel
The ﬂavor-oﬀ-diagonal axial dressing function is shown for
the various generations and the chiral limit in comparison
to tree level in ﬁg. 21 at ﬁxed gw = 0.2. The tree-level
propagator takes the form, see eq. (6),




Therefore the full dressing function becomes negative in
the UV. In the IR it is positive for the third and sec-
ond generation, as is visible from ﬁg. 21, but remains
negative for the ﬁrst generation and the chiral limit. The
change of the relative ratio between the left-handed and
right-handed contribution is related to the sign of C˜, see
eq. (17). For the second and third generation the contri-
bution from the mass splitting is high enough to make
C˜ positive in the IR. A detailed discussion is given in
sect. 3.4.
In ﬁg. 22 the dependence on gw is shown for the diﬀer-
ent generation and the chiral limit. The higher the value
of gw, the larger the dressing function. But the qualitative
behavior is unchanged, and therefore entirely controlled
by the masses.
Appendix C.4. Pseudo-scalar channel
At tree level the ﬂavor-diagonal pseudo-scalar dressing
function vanishes. The full dressing function has a ﬁ-
nite value, which is depicted in ﬁg. 23 for all quarks at
gw = 0.2.
The ﬂavor-oﬀ-diagonal dressing function at tree level
is zero for degenerate quark masses,




as can be obtained from eq. (6). This is also true for the
full case, also shown in ﬁg. 23, and especially so for the
chiral limit. For non-degenerate quark masses the dressing
function does no longer vanish. This is inasfar remarkable
as non-trivial eﬀects due to (non-)degeneracy propagate
in other dressing functions, as discussed in the main text.
We also ﬁnd that the diﬀerence between up-to-down and
down-to-up dressing function, as discussed in sect. 2.2,
also persists in the full case, and both diﬀer by a sign.
This eﬀect does not propagate to other dressing functions,
where we do not ﬁnd any diﬀerence.
The dependence of the ﬂavor-oﬀ-diagonal pseudo-
scalar dressing function on generation and gw, also in
comparison to tree level, is shown in ﬁg. 24. Here also
the sign switch between up-to-down and down-to-up is
shown. Note however that the sign in the infrared is again
diﬀerent for the ﬁrst generation and the second and third
generation. This is because of the switch of relative sign in
the mass diﬀerence from the ﬁrst to the other generation,
as is already the case at tree level in (C.4). The size, but
not the qualitative features, increases again with gw. The
size of the dressing function also decreases with increasing
quark mass.
Appendix C.5. Relative ratio
In ﬁg. 25 the relative ratio (17) for the ﬂavor-diagonal
elements is shown, see sect. 3.4 for a detailed discussion.



























































































Fig. 24. The ﬂavor-oﬀ-diagonal pseudo-scalar dressing function in comparison to tree level for the ﬁrst (top-left panel) and
third (top-right panel) generation, as well as a function of gw for the ﬁrst generation (bottom-left panel) and for the diﬀerent
generations at ﬁxed gw = 0.2 (bottom-right panel).
Appendix C.6. Schwinger function
In ﬁg. 26 the Schwinger function for the scalar dress-
ing function for the ﬁrst and second generation, both
for ﬂavor-diagonal and ﬂavor-oﬀ-diagonal elements, are
shown. The third generation’s large tree-level mass leads
to a too quick drowning in numerical noise to provide any
reasonable results. For a detailed discussion see sect. 3.5.
Appendix D. Fit parameters for the
Schwinger function







sin (φ + tm sin (φ)) +
fm2
e2
sin (φ− tm sin(φ))
)
,
for the Schwinger function in sect. 3.5 are listed for the
various cases studied in tables 1 and 2 for the ﬂavor-
diagonal and ﬂavor-oﬀ-diagonal elements, respectively.
The ﬁt form (12) in sect. 2.4 captures the essential fea-
tures of this form. See [23] for a more detailed discussion.
The errors are an estimate of how strongly the ﬁt can be
distorted without introducing any substantial deviations
from the data.
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Fig. 25. Ratio (17) for the left-handed and right-handed ﬂavor-diagonal quark propagator for diﬀerent values of gw. From top
to bottom generations one to three are shown, the left-hand panels show up-type quarks, and the right-hand panels down-type
quarks.





































































































































































































Fig. 26. The Schwinger function for diﬀerent values of gw. Top and middle panels show generations one and two, the left-hand
panels show up-type quarks, and the right-hand panels down-type quarks. The bottom panels show the ﬂavor-oﬀ-diagonal
elements for the ﬁrst (left panel) and second (right panel) generation.
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Table 1. Fit values for the ﬂavor-diagonal Schwinger functions.












































































































































































Table 2. Fit values for the ﬂavor-oﬀ-diagonal Schwinger functions.
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